
Wormageddon – Destruction in our Soils 

 
Once again, 27

th
 May is Rachel Carson’s birthday we can celebrate by listening to an audio of 

her excellent, compassionate & scientific Silent Spring (1962, e.g. Ref.). The cogent arguments 

& simple explanations are still highly relevant if not critical as, unlike her birds, the problems of 

pollution have now come home to roost: We are the “future generations” she clearly predicted 

would be most adversely affected by cumulative toxic-synthetic-chemical-carcinogenic-biocides. 

Without prejudice, a new paper shows that intensive agriculture is definitely killing our 

soils with decimation (or rather, annihilation) of earthworms by >80% (Ref.* & figs.):- 

 
Despite Silent Spring, the UK’s State of Nature 2016 Report concluded that it is one of the most 

Nature-depleted countries in the World with the most significant driver of species decline in the last 

50 years being “policy-driven agricultural intensification”. This non-too-cheery report is available 

here - Ref. It also shows that lobbied Government or corporate Universities are quite useless, with 

most surveys & practical species restoration work being mainly done by volunteers, charities & 

NGOs, in other words, we innocent, cancer-ridden, Guinea-pig victims (Ref., Ref., Ref.). 

While “no-till” is diversion by herbicide industry shills, biocharlatans offer nothing over 

true & tried compost/vermicomposting. In Japan, rice-hull charcoal has often been a minor 

component of composts.  Does humus, marling & mulching really need to be re-discovered? 

So Rothamsted’s chemist Prof. Keith Goulding is partly correct to say they’re: “certainly 
not killing the soil.” (Ref.); truly, they are killing everything! See too UN-FAO soil report (Ref.). 

Permaculture yet remedies environmental & social ills (www.tagari.com/home/ & see key 

Ref.). As Bill Mollison said of our waging War on Nature, if we are to survive on Earth – he hopes 

we lose that war....  Ingenio Patet Campus – “The field lies open to the intellect”. Cheers, Bill. 

R.J.B 27th May, 2018, Zama 
*Reference: www.mdpi.com/2571-8789/2/2/33. Modified header image courtesy of Алексей Акулов. 
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